Microdosimetric assessment of the radiation quality of a therapeutic proton beam: comparison between numerical simulation and experimental measurements.
Using protons for the treatment of ocular melanoma (especially of posterior pole tumours), the radiation quality of the beam must be precisely assessed to preserve the vision and to minimise the damage to healthy tissue. The radiation quality of a therapeutic proton beam at the Centre Antoine Lacassagne in Nice (France) was measured using microdosimetric techniques, i.e. a miniaturised version of a tissue-equivalent proportional counter. Measurements were performed in a 1-µm site at different depths in a Lucite phantom. Experimental data showed a significant increase in the beam quality at the distal edge of the spread-out Bragg peak (SOBP). In this paper, the numerical simulation of the experimental setup is done with the FLUKA Monte Carlo radiation transport code. The calculated microdosimetric spectra are compared with the measured ones at different depths in tissue for a monoenergetic proton beam (E=62 MeV) and for a modulated SOBP. Numerically and experimentally predicted relative biological effectiveness values are in good agreement. The calculated frequency-averaged and dose-averaged lineal energy mean values are consistent with measured data.